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The investment choices for the 2019 profit sharing are exceptionally to be made from 
Friday October 23 to Thursday November 5, 2020, on MyHR.
Several investment possibilities are available to you : 
• In money, on the PEG: blocked for 5 years, except in the event of early release (eg 

retirement).
• In money, on the PERCO: blocked until retirement, except in the event of early release 

(e.g. retirement).
• In money, by payment with the November salary.
• In time, on the TSA “Other rights” and / or “End of career”.
In the absence of a choice of the employee, the participation will be placed at 50% on the 
PEG and 50% on the PERCO.

Do you need short-term cash?
You may then be tempted to request a payment on your November salary.
Note, however, that this payment will be subject to income tax and to the CSG at 9.7%.
It is therefore advisable to check beforehand if you do not have unlockable sums in your PEG 
(more than 5 years). In this case, it is in your interest to withdraw what you need from these 
unlockable sums, and to pay your 2019 participation into the PEG or PERCO in order to benefit 
from the tax exemption.

Are you considering a longer-term financial investment?
In this case, prefer the PEG or PERCO, which allows tax exemption. By default, the sums are 
then paid into very secure funds (Ex: Treasury Fund for the PEG, whose yield is currently slightly 
negative). Think about making a financial arbitration later to boost your savings over the long 
term.
In addition, for a payment of € 1,500 into the PERCO, you benefit from a contribution of 40% (max 
€ 600). If you have not already benefited from this contribution, by placing your success sharing  
in the PERCO last May, now is the time to do so!
On the other hand, do not forget that you also have the opportunity of an annual payment of 
10 days of TSA in the PERCO, which allows you to benefit from tax exemption as well as from an 
additional contribution (independent of the 600 € above) of 40% of the value of those days.
If you didn’t do it during the May campaign, you can do it during the next one from Friday October 
23 to Thursday November 5, 2020. 

Do you prioritize time over money?
Payment into the TSA meets your demand.
As part of the Odyssey measures, the days put in TSA during this campaign may be taken into 
account to optimize your departure date.
As a reminder, days placed in TSA “End of Career” entitle you to a contribution of 33% if they are 
placed before retirement at the full rate.
Since last year, however, the payment of profit sharing and success sharing is now taxed “on 
entry” into the TSA (this option will reduce the net payable of the November salary).
However, the drawback of this tax, which already existed before, must be put into perspective. 
The only difference with the present situation is that it was levied “on exit” before, when the TSA 
days were taken.
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